[Design and implementation of hand-held electrocardiogram monitor].
A hand-held electrocardiogram (ECG) monitor with capacitive coupling is designed in this study that can rapidly detect ECG signals through clothing. This new device improves many deficiencies of the traditional ECG monitor, such as infection due to direct skin contacting, inconvenience, and time-consuming. In specificity, the hand-held ECG monitor consists of two parts, a sensor and an embedded terminal. ECG signals are initially detected by a sensing electrode placed on the chest through clothing, then treated by single ended differential amplification, filtering and master amplification, and later processed through A/D conversion and ECG signal transmission by CC2540 module. The waveform and heart rate are finally displayed on the screen based on digital filtering and data processing for the received ECG signal on the embedded terminal. Results confirm that the newly developed hand-held ECG monitor is capable of detecting real-time ECG signals through clothing with advantages of simple operation, portability and rapid detection.